
 

Need for speed underground 2 tokyo drift mod need for speed underground 2 is a hit computer game and the sequel to the first need for speed. It was published by EA Games in 2003 and is available now as a physical or digital download on steam, gog, uplay, and other platforms. The game's title references its fictional location: Need for Speed: Underground which takes place in Washington D.C., but
it also has numerous references to Tokyo — one of the most famous cities in Japan — due to its release date being the same year as the release of "Tokyo Drift" which is about an American teenager who goes there after he quits his high school racing team to compete with Japanese street racers. In Underground 2 , there is a distinctive car from Tokyo called the Mazda RX-8, which is a popular
Japanese sports car, and is also worth mentioning that the cop cars in Tokyo Drift are also Mazda RX-8s. In addition, throughout the game, billboards can be seen for a fictitious energy drink called Red Bull which is sold in Japan. There are several other brands that you would only see in Tokyo, such as Mister Donut's donuts and Domino's Pizza . Also, you will notice two female announcers who call
every race. They speak both Japanese and English. In Tokyo Drift, there are a number of references to the real-life Toyota Supra, particularly in the climactic final race on Tsukuba Circuit where Kaz's car is a black upgrade on a white car. In the Xbox 360 version of the game, this car is called the Toyota Supra XZ-5 and has a four-door configuration. The stock upgrades for this car includes a full
body kit, lowering springs and adjustable anti-roll bars. The final cars for this model have been made exclusively for Japanese market while being sold with base cars in other states. Need for speed underground 2 tokyo drift mod. Need for speed underground 2 tokyo drift mod need for speed underground 2 tokyo drift mod [[Category:NFS:U2 mods|Tokyo Drift]] [[Category:NFS:U2 mods|]][]
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